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Abstract. Core-collapse supernova explosions are driven by a central engine that converts a
small fraction of the gravitational binding energy released during core collapse to outgoing
kinetic energy. The suspected mode for this energy conversion is the neutrino mechanism, where
a fraction of the neutrinos emitted from the newly formed protoneutron star are absorbed by
and heat the matter behind the supernova shock. Accurate neutrino-matter interaction terms
are crucial for simulating these explosions. In this proceedings for IAUS 331, SN 1987A, 30 years
later, we explore several corrections to the neutrino-nucleon scattering opacity and demonstrate
the eﬀect on the dynamics of the core-collapse supernova central engine via two dimensional
neutrino-radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. Our results reveal that the explosion properties
are sensitive to corrections to the neutral-current scattering cross section at the 10-20% level,
but only for densities at or above ∼101 2 g cm−3 .
Keywords. (stars:) supernovae: general, stars: neutron, methods: numerical, radiative transfer,
neutrinos, hydrodynamics, scattering

1. Introduction
The observation of neutrinos from SN 1987A conﬁrmed the basic nature of core collapse and highlighted the important role neutrinos play. Since then, 30 years ago, the
community has made tremendous progress in elucidating this process. While neutrinos
are an extreme sink of energy, and part of the reason that the supernova shock initially
stalls, they are also thought to be crucial in reviving the supernova shock via the neutrino mechanism. The neutrino mechanism relies primarily on charged-current heating
by electron neutrinos and antineutrinos on the neutrons and protons located behind the
shock. This heating gives rise to the so-called gain region, where the heating by the
background neutrino ﬁeld being emitted from deeper regions is larger than the neutrino
cooling from the matter. The net result is an increasing internal energy and, if suﬃcient,
the development of an explosion. The amount of neutrino heating depends sensitively on
the spectra of the background neutrino radiation ﬁelds, both the overall normalization
(the luminosity) and its shape (mean energy, root mean squared energy, etc.).
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One of the major diﬃculties in modeling core-collapse supernovae is the treatment of
the neutrino radiation ﬁelds. Soon after core bounce, in the core of the protoneutron
star, the neutrinos are completely trapped. The mean free path is much shorter than the
typical length scales and these neutrinos are in equilibrium with the surrounding matter.
However, as one moves away from the core, the densities drop rapidly, the mean free path
increases, and the neutrinos decouple from the matter. By ∼100 km, most neutrinos are
essentially free streaming and only a small percentage (∼5 − 10%) will have interactions
before exiting the star. It is critical to model the transition away from equilibrium since
it is this transition which sets the spectrum of the radiation ﬁeld responsible for the neutrino heating further out. To model this transition precisely one needs spectral neutrino
transport and accurate neutrino opacities.
In this proceedings for IAU Symposium 331, “SN 1987A, 30 years later”, we present a
series of 2D core-collapse supernova simulations with spectral neutrino transport where
we investigate in detail the eﬀect of varying the neutrino opacities on the core-collapse supernova explosion mechanism. In particular, we use FLASH (Fryxell et al. 2000; Couch and
O’Connor 2014; O’Connor and Couch 2015) which is outﬁtted with an energy-dependent
M1 neutrino transport scheme (see below) and an eﬀective general relativistic treatment
of gravity. We explore recent corrections to the neutral-current scattering cross sections
proposed by Horowitz et al. (2017). We do this generally for four progenitor models,
and in detail for one model in particular. Our main conclusion is that the core-collapse
supernova explosion mechanism is sensitive to the details of the neutral current cross section at densities of ∼1012 − 1013 g cm−3 . This is currently the limit of model-independent
calculations of the neutrino interactions, therefore care and caution must be used when
developing models for higher densities.

2. Methods
Our FLASH simulations follow the methods of O’Connor & Couch (2017; in prep), a
signiﬁcantly updated version of O’Connor and Couch (2015). Our velocity-dependent
neutrino transport scheme is based on the M1 formalism, where we evolve the ﬁrst
two angular moments of the neutrino distribution function, the energy density and the
momentum density. We evolve these moments as a function of neutrino species (3 species
in total, νe , ν̄e , and νx = {νμ , ν̄μ , ντ , ν̄τ }) and neutrino energy (our simulations use 12
energy groups for each species). We fully take into account gravitational red shifting.
We use the LS220 EOS (Lattimer and Swesty 1991). Our neutrino opacities come from
NuLib, an open-source neutrino interaction library (O’Connor 2015). The base rates
are based on Bruenn (1985) and include corrections for weak magnetism and nuclear
recoil (Horowitz 2002). The speciﬁc corrections we explore here are based on Horowitz
et al. (2017). In Horowitz et al. (2017), we use the Virial equation of state (EOS) to
derive model-independent expressions for the axial response function (SA ) of the neutralcurrent, neutrino-nucleon scattering cross section, which is given as

G2 E 2 
1 dσ
= F 2ν ga2 (3 − cos(θ))(nn + np )SA + (1 + cos(θ))nn SV .
V dΩ
16π

(2.1)

The overall eﬀect of the corrections, due to many-body eﬀects, is to lower the axial response function, SA , and therefore lower the total neutral-current scattering cross section.
Since the Virial EOS is only valid at low densities, we transition to a model-dependent
expression for SA at high densities, which is based on the random phase approximation (RPA) work of Burrows and Sawyer (1998). We empirically ﬁt our results with the
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following expression for use in our simulations.
SAf (n, T, Ye ) =

1
,
1 + A(1 + Be−C )

(2.2)

where
A(n, T, Ye ) = A0

n(1 − Ye + Ye2 )
nYe (1 − Ye )
n4
B0
;
B(T
)
=
;
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Y
)
=
C
+D
,
e
0
0
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where n is the baryon density in units of nucleons/fm3 , T is the matter temperature
in MeV, and Ye is the electron fraction. We take as constants, A0 = 920, B0 = 3.05,
C0 = 6140, and D0 = 1.5 × 1013 . We note that setting B0 = 0 removes the Virial EOS
contributions to the neutrino response and eﬀectively reduces our expressions for the axial
response function to the values from Burrows and Sawyer (1998). As noted in Horowitz
et al. (2017), at low densities, where the Virial EOS is valid, the Virial contributions
decrease SA up to a factor of 2 more than the contributions from Burrows and Sawyer
(1998). We refer the reader to Figure 2 of Horowitz et al. (2017) for a graphical display
of SA and SAf for diﬀerent ρ, T , and Ye values and for various neutrino interaction
assumptions.
The goal of these proceedings is to explore the eﬀect of these Virial contributions,
as well as the many-body eﬀects in general, on the core-collapse supernova dynamics.
To this end, we perform a large number of simulations, broken into two parts. First,
we simulate core-collapse in four progenitor models from Woosley and Heger (2007):
s12WH07, s15WH07, s20WH07, and s25WH07. For each progenitor we run a simulation
with and without the corrections from Horowitz et al. (2017). Second, for model s20WH07
we simulate an additional 15 simulations, split into three sets: without corrections, with
only high density corrections (i.e. B0 = 0), and with full corrections. In an attempt to
remove the eﬀect of stochastic motions on our results and interpretations, for each of the
three sets we do ﬁve simulations, each one starting with diﬀerent random perturbations
(at the 0.1% level) to the density ﬁeld. We apply these perturbations everywhere at the
start of the 2D simulation. Each simulation is started at 15 ms after bounce. We take the
evolution up to 15 ms from a 1D GR1D simulation (O’Connor 2015).

3. Results
3.1. Progenitor Dependence
We simulate core-collapse in four progenitors, with and without the neutral-current scattering cross section corrections discussed above. We show the evolution of the shock radius
in Figure 1. Dark colours represent the simulations without the corrections, while the
lighter colours are the corresponding simulations with corrections. In all cases the shock
radius propagates out to ∼150 km, stalls, and recedes. For models s15WH07, s20WH07,
and s25WH07, the reduced neutral-current scattering cross sections lead to earlier explosions. Explosions times are reduced by ∼100 ms −150 ms. For model s12WH07, the
corrections lead to a late-time explosion where there was not one observed in the model
without corrections. The impact of these corrections is more modest than determined by
Burrows et al. (2016), where the inclusion of these corrections dramatically decreased
the explosion times in several models.
3.2. s20WH07
Two dimensional simulations of core-collapse supernovae are sensitive to stochastic variations in the matter motions during the accretion phase. This can lead to diﬀerences in
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Figure 1. Shock radius evolution for four diﬀerent progenitors, with and without the explored
corrections from Horowitz et al. (2017). The corrections lead to earlier explosions.

explosion times which could potentially cloud interpretations. To overcome this, and to
probe the eﬀect of the corrections discussed in §2 more deeply, we perform many simulations with the s20WH07 model. As mentioned above, we run 15 simulations in total and
explore three unique setups. Each simulation is started with a diﬀerent set of random
perturbations on the density ﬁeld (ρ → ρ × (1 + r); where r is a diﬀerent random number
for each zone between -0.001 and 0.001). The ﬁrst set of ﬁve simulations ignores any
corrections to the neutral-current scattering cross section from the axial response, i.e.
SA = 1 in Eq. 2.1. The second set of simulations uses SA as shown in Eq. 2.2 but sets
B0 = 0 and the third set used Eq. 2.2 directly. We show the evolution of the shock radius in these 15 simulations in Figure 2. We colour-code each set, but do not distinguish
between the ﬁve runs of each set for clarity. We see the same results as the previous
section. The reduced value of SA due to many-body eﬀects leads to earlier explosions.
We deﬁne the explosion time to be when the shock crosses 400 km. With this deﬁnition,
the average explosion times, and the variances are determined to be:
A =1
= (723 ± 63) ms;
tSexp

S f ,B 0 =0

A
texp

= (597 ± 37) ms;

Sf

A
texp
= (583 ± 42) ms.

The key observation we make here is that the Virial EOS contributions to the axial
response, which lower SA at lower densities, do not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the explosion dynamics. Statistically the explosion times are indistinguishable from those that
only include the reduction due to the eﬀective RPA corrections. We explore this in more
detail by examining the neutrino quantities.
In Figure 3, we show graphs of various neutrino quantities over the ﬁrst 600 ms of
evolution for the three diﬀerent sets of simulations. For each set we average the quantities
for the ﬁve diﬀerent simulations. This signiﬁcantly reduces the scatter and allows us to
see the eﬀect of each neutrino opacity change in detail. In the upper left panel we show
the luminosity for each of the three neutrino species and for each set of simulations. The
largest eﬀect we see is the increase in the νx luminosity, by ∼10%, when the many-body
corrections to the axial response function are considered. The lower total scattering rates
that result from the lower SA allow the νx neutrinos to escape more easily and results
in more cooling. Consequently, this leads to higher νx average energies (upper right
panel) and faster contracting protoneutron star radii (bottom right panel). The faster
contraction has the side eﬀect of increasing the electron type neutrino and anti-neutrino
luminosities and average energies which leads to increased neutrino heating (bottom left
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Figure 2. Shock radius evolution for 15 simulations of s20WH07 using three diﬀerent neutrino-nucleon neutral current scattering cross sections based on Eq. 2.1. Five use SA = 1 (blue),
ﬁve take SA = SAf ; B0 = 0 (red), the remaining ﬁve use SA = SAf (green). We include the average
explosion time and the variance within the ﬁve simulations.

panel). This is the same eﬀect observed in Melson et al. (2015) when they reduced the
neutral-current scattering by considering relatively large strange-quark contributions.
Here we notice that the Virial contributions do indeed lead to more cooling, higher energies, and faster contraction compared to the B0 = 0 simulation, as expected. However,
the additional eﬀect is relatively small compared to the impact the Virial contributions
have on SA (upwards of a factor of 2 more important than the RPA corrections at low
densities). We can resolve this apparent conﬂict by considering the properties of the region where the νx ’s are emitted from and scatter through and comparing those to the
region where the Virial contributions dominate. Unlike νe and ν̄e , νx do not undergo
charged-current interactions. The dominant emission process is via pair production. Due
to the temperature dependence, the luminosity build up occurs deeper (and at higher
densities, ρ ∼ 1012 − 1013 g cm−3 , and temperatures T ∼ 10 MeV) in the protoneutron
star. At these densities and temperatures the corrections to SA in Eq. 2.2, which are of
order ∼20%, are either dominated by the eﬀective RPA (at the highest densities) or of
similar value between the Virial and eﬀective RPA. These two reasons explain why the
Virial EOS contributions to the axial response do not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the core-collapse
supernova dynamics.

4. Conclusions
In this proceedings for IAUS 331, we present a detailed look at the eﬀect of corrections to the neutral-current neutrino-nucleon scattering cross sections on the core-collapse
supernova explosion dynamics. In particular, we look at recent model-independent corrections to the axial response (SA ) of low-density nuclear matter described by the Virial
EOS. We argue here that corrections to SA at the level of ∼20% can inﬂuence the dynamics, however, at the relevant densities (1012 − 1013 g cm−3 ) and temperatures (∼10 MeV)
our model-independent calculation begins to break down and we must resort to modeldependent, RPA calculations to estimate SA . Due to the important role these corrections
may play in the evolution of the central engine of core-collapse supernovae, we advocate
for a better understanding of the neutrino response at these densities.
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Figure 3. Neutrino related quantities for model s20WH07. Here we show the neutrino luminosity
(top left) and average energy (top right) for each neutrino species. We also show the net neutrino
heating (bottom left) and the protoneutron star radius (bottom right; deﬁned as the radius of
ρ = 101 1 g cm−3 ). For each of the three conﬁgurations studied, we average the quantities from
the ﬁve simulations in order to reduce scatter and better ascertain the overall eﬀect.
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